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DATA FOR NASA's AVSSE II EXPERIMENT: 25 MB 
SOUNDING DATA AND SYNOPTIC CHARTS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To date NASA has conducted four Atmospheric Variability Experiments (AVE) and 
two Atmospheric Variability and Severe Storm Experiments (AVSSE). The dates of these 
experiments, observation times, and other information are summarized in Table 1. 
The data reduction program and an error analysis have been presented by Fuelberg 
[ 1 3 . Some changes were made in Fuelberg's original program ; these are discussed in Section 
I11 of this report. Also, error estimates taken from Fuelberg's report are presented in Section 
IV. 
The AVE experiments were conducted for the primary purpose of studying 
atmospheric variability with emphasis on spatial and temporal changes in the structure of 
the atmosphere that could be determined from soundings taken at 3 h intervals, and which 
would not be reflected in soundings taken at 12 h intervals. Studies have shown (Scoggins et 
al. [ 21 , Overall and Scoggins [ 3 1 , and Wilson and Scoggins [ 41 ) significant variability and 
changes in atmospheric structure from the 3 h data not present in the 12 h data. 
The primary purpose of the AVSSE experiments is to  provide a data base for 
studying atmospheric structure and variability associated with severe storms. These data will 
supplement measurements made by aircraft (a program conducted by the NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD) in and near convective storms. The aircraft data will 
provide information on near-storm environments, while the AVSSE data will provide 
information on spatial and temporal scales between the aircraft data and normal 12 h 
rawinsonde sounding data. 
II. THE AVSSE I I  EXPERIMENT 
Twenty-three rawinsonde stations participated in the AVSSE I1 experiment. These 
stations are shown in Figure 1 and listed in Table 2. Soundings were taken at seven time 
periods - May 6 at 1200, 1500, 1800, and 2100 GMT, and on May 7 at 0000, 0300, and 
1200 GMT. 









19-22 February 1964 
11-12 May 1974 
6-7 February 1975 
24-25 April 1975 
27-28 April 1975 
6-7 May 1975 
Observation Times (GMT) 
2/19 - 00,03, 06,09, 12, 15, 18, 21 
2/20 - 00,03 ,06 ,09 ,  12, 15, 18, 21 
2/21 - 00,03, 06,09, 12, 15, 18, 21 
2/22 - 00,03, 06,09, 12, 15, 18, 21 
2/23 - 00 
5/11 - 12, 15, 18,21 
5/12 - 00,03 ,06 ,09 ,  12 
2/6 - 00,06, 12, 15, 18, 21 
2/7 - 00,06, 12 
4/24 - 00,06, 12, 15, 18,21 
4/25 - 00,06, 12 
4/27 - 12, 15, 18, 21 
4/28 - 00,03, 12 
5/6 - 12, 15, 18, 21 
517 - 00,03, 12 
Data Reports 
Scoggins and Smith [ 5,61 
Scoggins and Turner [ 7 'J 
Fuelberg and Turner [ 81 
Fuelberg and Turner [ 91 
Fucik and Turner [ 101 
1 
! Fucik and Turner [ 111 
1 
This report 1 
Figure 1.  Rawinsonde stations participating in the AVSSE I1 Experiment. 
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TABLE 2. RAWINSONDE STATIONS PARTICIPATING 


























. -  
Location 
_ _  __ ~ 
Boothville, Louisiana 
Jackson, Mississippi 





Del Rio, Texas 
Midland, Texas 
El Paso, Texas 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
Monett, Missouri 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma 
Amarillo, Texas 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Salem, Illinois 
Dodge City, Kansas 
Topeka, Kansas 
Grand Junction, Colorado 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Fort Sill, Oklahoma 
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111. DISCUSSION OF BASIC DATA 
A. Collection 
Original information from which sounding data were computet, was sent to the 
Aerospace Environment Division, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Alabama. 
Texas A&M University personnel extracted ordinate and angle data at each pressure contact 
and keypunched these and baseline data into cards. All sounding computations were made 
on an IBM 360/65 computer at Texas A&M University. 
B. Methods of Processing 
The procedure used to compute soundings is the same as that used on the AVE 111, 
AVE IV, and AVSSE I data and is described by Fuelberg [ 11 and Fuelberg and Turner [9] .  
All keypunched data were checked for errors by calculating centered differences on the 
input data. Processed soundings were further checked by calculating centered differences of 
wind direction and speed and by calculating the lapse rates of temperature and dew point. 
All questionable data were checked with the original strip chart information and any data 
found to  be erroneous were corrected. All known errors are listed in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. KNOWN ERRORS REMAINING IN THE REDUCED DATA OF 




















No wind data. 
Ground equipment problems ~- very short 
and erratic sounding. 
Balloon went into thunderstorm and 
encountered icing conditions. Sounding 
very short. 
Irregular sounding due to ground equipment 
and instrument problems. 
5 
Humidity 10 percent 
The final data sets of the AVSSE I1 experiment consist of data computed at each 
pressure contact and at  25 mb intervals. Thermodynamic quantities were computed at each 
pressure contact, while wind data were computed from 30 s intervals by means of centered 
finite differences, and subsequently smoothed and interpolated to each pressure contact. 
These detailed profiles were then interpolated to  give the 25 mb data presented in this 
report. 
Three important changes were made in the original computer program [ 11. These 
changes were reflected in all soundings beginning with AVE I11 and remain in the program 
for AVSSE 11: (1) Humidity values, including dew point temperature, are computed only at 
temperatures above -40°C; at  temperatures below -4O"C, humidity values are indicated by 
fields of nines as are missing values of humidity. The AVSSE I1 data contain computed 
moisture values down to a relative humidity of 1 percent; if the value of relative humidity is 
below 1 percent, it is set equal to  1 percent from which the other moisture variables are 
computed. ( 2 )  The second change involves the indication of winds which are based on low 
elevation angles. An asterisk following wind speed in the AVSSE I1 data means that the 
elevation angle was between 10" and 6". A double asterisk indicates that the elevation angle 
was less than 6". Since winds computed at low elevation angles have large rms errors, 
these data should be used with caution. (3) In the original computer program, 25 mb 
values of wind direction, scalar speed, and the u- and v-wind components were 
interpolated independently of each other. The program now interpolates the 25 mb 
values of u- and v-wind components and then determines wind direction and wind speed 
from the components. These changes appear in both the contact and 25 mb data. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF SOUNDING DATA 
A. Accuracy Estimates 
Estimates of the rms errors in the thermodynamic quantities of the AVSSE I1 data 
are the same as those for all AVE experiments and those given by Fuelberg [ I ] .  These 
estimates are: 
Param et er Approximate rms Error 
Temperature 1°C 
Pressure 1.3 mb from surface to 400 mb; 
1.1 mb between 400 and 100 mb; 
0.7 mb between 100 and 10 mb. 
Pressure Altitude 10 gpm at 500 mb; 20 gpm at 300 mb; 
50 gpm at 50 mb. 
6 
The rms errors for wind speed and direction are difficult to describe since they are a 
function of tracking geometry and other factors. Maximum rms errors for winds computed 
at 30 s intervals (based on the worst geometric tracking configuration) are: at  700 mb about 
2.5 mps at  an elevation angle of 10" and approximately 0.5 mps at  an elevation angle of 
40"; at 500 mb, 4.5 mps, and 0.8 mps for the same elevation angles; and at 300 mb, 7.8 
mps, and 1.0 mps, respectively. After assuming typical values of scalar wind speed at the 
various levels, maximum rms errors in wind direction were determined. The maximum rms 
errors at 700 mb range from about 9.5" at an elevation angle of 10" to approximately 1.3" 
at an elevation angle of 40". At 500 mb the errors are 13.4" and 1.8" for the same elevation 
angles, while at 300 mb the maximum errors are 18.0" and 2 S 0 ,  respectively. The accuracy 
of the wind data at  pressure contacts and at  25 mb intervals is greater than that stated for 
the 30 s winds because of the added smoothing and interpolation performed. In addition, 
errors cited for the 30 s winds were maxima for the stated conditions. 
B. Tabulated Data 
An example of AVSSE I1 contact data is given in Table 4. An explanation of the 
column headings is given in Table 5, and a list of missing soundings is given in Table 6. In 
Table 4, the first line of data for the time of 0.0 min is surface data. A series of nines is used 
to  indicate missing data. The three numbers in the upper right-hand side of each page are the 
number of pressure contacts computed, the minimum pressure obtained (mb), and an angle 
identifier with the value 0 for 30 s angle input and 1 for 1 min angle input. The contact data 
are available in paper form or on magnetic tape from the George C. Marshall Space Flight 
Center, Aerospace Environment Division, Space Sciences Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight 
Center, Alabama 35812. 
The contact data interpolated for 25 mb intervals are presented in the appendix. 
The column headings are identical to those used for the contact data and are described in 
Table 5. The soundings are arranged by time and appear in ascending order by station 
number for each time. The first line of data indicates the surface report which is 
followed by data from 1000 to 25 mb. In cases where the surface pressure is less than 
the given 25 mb pressure value, missing data (nines) are indicated for each quantity. This 
is also done when the sounding terminates before the 25 mb level is reached. 
V. SYNOPTIC CHARTS 
Synoptic charts for the beginning and ending of the observational period at  the 
surface and 700 mb levels are presented in Figures 2 through 5. These maps are intended to 
depict the overall synoptic features during the observational period and should be 
reanalyzed when accuracy is a key factor. 
7 
TABLE 4. EXAMPLE OF CONTACT DATA 
5 T 4 1 1 7 N  NO. 232 
BOnTHVILLEe L &  
6 M A I  1975 
1115 GMT 
ANGLES ON THE CALF MINUTE HAVE BEEN LINEARLY INTERPOLATED FROM WHOLE MINUTE VALUES 
T I M E  
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RANGE A Z  
KU DG 
0.0 ' 0 .  
1.0 345. 
1.0 345. b.
























6. 3 344. 














* PI SPEED *EANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETMEFN 6 AN0 10 DEG 
* B Y  TENF MEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME HAVE BIEN INTERPOLATED 
a8 e l  SPEED ME4NS ELEVATION ANGLE LESS TH4N b DEG 
TABLE 4. (Continued) 
I STATION NO. 232 
BOOTHVILLE. LA 
6 M A V  1975 
1116 GMT 








































































































5 8 5 5 . 2  
5978.8 
5363.0 

































i o c r 9 . 2  
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-1  6.8 
-16.8 
















































































































2 8 3 . 8  
2es.z 
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45.0 
u COUP 
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* 01  SFEEO MEANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETWEEN 6 AND 10 OEG 
BY TEMP MEANS TEMDERATURE OR T I M E  HLVE BEEN INTERPOLATED 
** 8 V  SPEED MEANS ELEVATlON ANGLE L S S S  THAN 6 OEC 
TABLE 4. (Continued) 
S T A T I O N  NO. 232 
flonTnviLLE. L A  
6 H A Y  1975 
1115 G Y T  
HAVE BEEN LINEARLY 1NTEPPOLATEO F R O M  WHOLE YlNUTE VALUFS ANGLES ON THE H A L F  UINUTE 
T l H E  






















































l C 2 . F  
103.3 
l C 5 . 0  
l C 6 . 0  
107.0 
108.’) 































in9 .o  
HE I GnT 
GFM 
l 3 b 0 6 . 9  
10561.1 
10691 - 6  
17824.1 















1 3 1  9F. 8 
13371.9 






















124 74 .3  













































i 7 r . o  






-46 .9  
-47.9 
-49 .4  
-59.1 
- 5 1 . 3  
-51.9 
- 5 2 . 7  
- E 2 . 8  
-54.7 
-55.8 






-64 .0  
-65.0 
-65.8 
- 6 6 . 6  
- C 6 . 8  
- C E . 8  







- t l . 6  
-62.4 
-62 .7  
- 6 3 . 3  
-63.5 
-63.5 
-65 .0  
-6t.b 
-67.0 
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2 4 . 4 *  
19.8. 
22 .01  
25.01 
24.6. 
M/ SE c 
44.4 
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-1  I. 8 
-9.1 
-7.0 
















































































































































































































































































































81 SPEED MEANS ELEVATION ANGLE 0ETbEEN 6 AN0 IO OEG 
* CY TEYF MEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIYE HAVE BEEN INTERPOLATED 
18 BY SPEED MEANS ELEVATION ANGLE LESS THAN’ 6 DEG 
TABLE 4. (Concluded) 
C T 4 T I C N  NO. 233 
H 0 0 T H V I L L E .  L A  
6 MhV 1975  
1115  G U T  
ANGLES O h  THE HALF M I N U T E  HAVE BEEN L I N E A R L Y  I N T E R ~ O L A T F D  F R O M  WHOLF M I N U T E  VALUES 







































1 5 4 . 1  
I C E . 0  
156. > 
157.0 
I sc. 0 
159.') 
lC1.0 
1 60. o 
H E I G H T  P R E S  
GFC H d  
1754f.9 83.0 







1975 5.3 58.0 
2~035 .2  55.0 
in 3e  5.4 52.0 
2>759.0 4 Y . C  
21157.2 46.C 
22c 4 7.6 42.0 






27256-7  18.0 
215e4. i 43.0 
TEMP DEW P I  




















- 4  8.6 99.9 
-43.1 99.9 
-53.3 90.9 
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18.0* 
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9. C *  



















U COMP V CCUP 
M l S E C  W S t C  
16.9 -6.3 
9.9 73.3 
9.7 e.. 9 
11.3 l * O  
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TABLE 5 .  EXPLANATION OF COLUMN HEADINGS OF TABULATED 





TEMP (DG C) 
DEW PT (DG C) 
DIR (DG) 
SPEED (M/SEC) 
U COMP (M/SEC) 
V COMP (M/SEC) 
POT T (DG K) 
E POT T (DG K) 





Time after balloon release. 
Contact number. 
Height of corresponding pressure surface in 
geopotential meters. 
Pressure in millibars. 
Ambient temperature in degrees Celsius. 
Note: An asterisk indicates that time from 
release and/or temperature were linearly 
interpolated. 
Dew point temperature in degrees Celsius. 
Wind direction measured clockwise from true 
north and is the direction from which the wind 
is blowing. 
Scalar wind speed in meters per second. 
Note: An asterisk indicates that wind quantities 
are based on an elevation angle that is between 
10" and 6". An double asterisk indicates that the 
elevation angle is less than 6". 
The E-W wind component, positive toward the 
east and negative toward the west. 
The N-S wind component, positive toward the 
north and negative toward the south. 
Potential temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
Equivalent potential temperature in degrees 
Kelvin. 
Mixing ratio in grams per kilogram. 
Relative humidity in percent. 
Distance balloon is from release point along a 
radius vector. 
Direction to ward balloon measured clockwise 
from true north. 
11.1 
TABLE 6. LIST OF MISSING SOUNDINGS 
Stat ion 
23 2 














6/ 1 200 
6/1500 
6/ 1 800 
7/ 1 200 
7/1200 
Reason for Omission 
Sounding not taken. 
Thermistor ice coated; data 
inaccurate. 
Soundings not taken. 
Sounding not taken. 
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Figure 2. Synoptic chart for the surface at 1200 GMT, 6 May 1975. 
14 
Figure 3. Synoptic chart for the 700 mb level at 1200 GMT, 6 May 1975. 
15 
12 
Figure 4. Synoptic chart for the surface at 1500 GMT, 7 May 1975. 
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ST4TION NO. 232 
f'OOTHVILLE. L4 
6 !44Y 1975 
1115 GMT 

























































































































































































































































































































































• By Te~p ~ANS TE~peRATURE OR TI!4E HAVE 8EEN INTERPOLATED 
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ST4TION NO. '-35 
JACKSON. MISS 


































































































































• ev SPEED MEANS ELEVATlCN ANGLE SETWEEN 6 AND 10 nEG 
• BY TEMF ~ANS TE'IPERATURE OR TI~E HAVE BEEN INTFRI'OLATED 
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• BY SPEEC MEANS' ELEVATION ANGLE BETwEEN 6 AND 10 DeG 
• BY TEMP WEANS TEMPE~ATU~E OR TIME I1AvE BEEN INTERPOLATED 
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45.2 9 •• 






























































































































120 .. S.1 
12~23.9 
1385,9.8 











































































































































































































































































• ey SPEED MEANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETWEEN 6 AND 10 DEG 
• By TEwF MEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME HAVE BEEN INTeRFOLATED 








9 ... 9 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION NO. )53 




































































































































.. !Y. SPEEC NEANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETIoEEN 6 AND 10 DEG 
_ 8Y TE~F /oIEANS TEMPERATURE OR TI/oIE H.VE BEEN INTERPOLATED 


























































































































































































































147 "3. 0 
RANGE AZ 
KN DG 
,. 0 ~. 































. 54. 8 53. 
bl.9 53. 









































































5 •• 1 
57.1 
6C.6 
e •• (I 
67. ;, 
70.9 






















It 97. 6 
1.45 •• 


































































































































































ST ... TION NC. .JS4 
TINKtl'l AFb, O!CL ... 



































































































































• BY SPEED MEANS ~LEVATICN AhGLE SET.EEN 6 AND 10 OEG 
• '!Y T!MF OIEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME .. A,VE SEEN INTERFOLATEO 
•• 8Y SPEED MEANS·~LEVATION ANGLE LESS THAN 6 OEG 
144 
















-1 .... <) 
-15.6 
-15.5 




































































E POT T 
DG K 
316.1 




































9 .. 9.9 
999.9 
























































































122 106. 0 
RANGE Ai 
KM DG 
o. t;; t'. 
999. 9 99?~ 
999.9 999. 
0.3 I~I. 
? 8 196. 
10 3 21:>0. 
2.1 2fJ7. 
2.6 212. 
3.3 zi B. 
3.9 223. 
&.6 227. 
















32 •• 232. 


































































































154 • ., 
HEIGHT 
GPI4 










































































































































































STATION NO. 363 




































































































































• e" SPEEC ~eANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETweEN 6 ANO 10 OEG 
* EY TEMF MEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIlliE HllVE OEEN INTeRPCLATED 
.- 8'1 SPEEC McANS £L~VATIO~ ANGLE LESS THAN 6 OEG 
145 














































2 .. 8.2 
99.9 























































































































































































5. I) 80. 
5.9 76. 










26." 6 •• 
29.0 61. 
31.6 60. 
3:;_ & 60. 
~,~o 0 59. 






73. II 59. 
79.2 59. 
84.7 59. 









































































fZ • .) 
65.6 
69. I 







It' •• e 
111.0 



































e64 •• 2 
9186.7 
9765.2 
























































9 ... 9 


















































































ST4TION NO. 365 






9 ... 9 
99.Ii 
99.9 



























































































































• BY SPEED MEANS ELEVATION ANGLE 8ET~EEN 6 AND 10 OEG 
• ey TellF ME4NS TEMPERATURE OA TI"'E HAVE BEEN INTEAPCI\.ATED 







' .. 9 ... 
~9. 9 
99.9 
~ ... \I 
~ ... .. 













































II (I. S 
3C·Iol' 
301.2 


































9 .. 9.9 
999.v 
999.9 



























































































































































53. I 69. 
59.] 68. 

















































































































































































































































































I S •• 8 
179.5 








































































26 8 3 
31.& 



























1 •• 9 
1 •• 1i 
13.5 
1 •• 7 
12.4 
1I.0 

















• IY 5DEED IIEANS ELEVATICh ANGLE 8ETWEEN 6 AND 10 D!G 
• ey TENF .!A~S TEMPERATURE OR TINE .. AVE OEEN INTEqPOLAT!D 

















































































3 ••• 3 
360 •• 
379.& 












































































































7 •• 8 
































(.. I ;!l o • 
'.1 314. 
0.2 1 •• \I.. I •• 
u.s IS. 
0.6 2f,. 





•• 0 93. 
•• 9 9<;. • 
5.& 103. 
6.7 106 • 
7.6 108. 
'3. e 10/9. 
9.6 1(18. 
1~. 5 13&. 
11.5 11)&. 
12. 7 1~6. 
14.0 I, •• 
15 •• 101. 













·1 ... · 
ST.TION NO. "51 
DOiJGr CIT.,. K·"N 
7 /II • ., 1975 
230 GifT 153 13. I) 
TIIII': (hTCT HFIGHT PRES TENP Dew PT DIR !tPEED U CONP V CC'4P POT T E .. :n T Mil RTO AH AloNGE ., 
MIN GPN M8 OG C OG C DG N'!tfC ,vs~c .vsr C DG K DG K GN'KG PCT "II DG 
O. ) 11.2 701.0 913." 15.6 -2." :!('r.r· 5.2 2.1 !>. '3 2911.S !"'~ •• 3 •• 28.0 (i. , ". 
99.9 9C1.~ 9".0 1(;(;0.1) 90.9 09.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 q9. Q ..... ~ '199.9 99.9 999.9 999.9 999. 
99.9 99.9 90.9 "7~.0 99.9 99.9 '19.9 99.9 Clq.? ,> ... 9 99.9 ';«1»9 •• ~ 99.9 999.9 970.9 9i9' 
'19.9 ~9. 9 99.9 95".0 ~q.9 00.9 99.0 90.0 09.0 99.9 91i.9 999 ... 9 ... 9 999.9 999.9 99<;;. 
9f1.q 99 • ., 99.9 925.0 99.9 99.9 99 ... 99.9 09 ... ., ... 9. 99.9 999.9 99.0 999.9 999.9 099. 
0 •• 1 ••• 017.2 90(1.'3 111 •• -1.9 21 •• 1> 17.6 10.(1 1".5 l(:I.1) 3&1.0 3.7 25.0 0.5 2e. 
hI 16.S 1I~7.9 87f>." 17.0 -3.1 217.3 19.2 11.6 I~. 3 )')1.9 112 •. , 3.5 25.0 hi 12. 
109 III. II I.e 1. 9 1150.0 15.0) - ... 8 222.7 18.2 12.3 13 •• 3(\2.1 311.5 3.2 25.1 a.? 16. 
a.7 21." le55.2 825.0 IceS -6.0 22 •• 2 16.9 11.8 Ic.2 l1)2.2 31&.3 2.11 25.2 2.9 ,e. 
3.6 23.' 1912.2 8(10.0 10.1 -fl. 7 226~l 17.2 12 •• 12.0 ,,,,2.4 31)9.7 2.5 25.1 3.7 4n. 
••• 25.'1 ZU5.1 775.0 7.11 -10 •• 2211.2 17.3 12.9 11.5 3102.5 3C9.i. a.l 26.n ".6 "I. 
!hl 2e.2 2 •• !.9 7'5e.o 5.0 -11.9 2211.11 17.5 13.2 lI.s 302.3 308 •• 2.0 2e.l 5.5 .? 
6.1 3(,. a 271901 725.0 2.5 -Il.a 2ol •• 1 15.1 H,.2 e.a 302 •• 307.9 &oa 211.a 6.3 .3. 
7.n 33. " 3001.5 7CO.O Ii." -16.0 217.? 15.5 ll.0 ('." 30l.1 J07.9 1.6 27./J 7.2 45. 
S. I 35.9 3e9Z.5 675.0 -1.0 -le.7 231to.s 16.7 I ... ., 9. I 3C4.7 31)e.7 &03 2·.6 e. I "6. 
q.1 lll.7 3S?:!.! 65(1.0 -1.5 -zr.3 226.(1 21.9 1~.8 1!.2 3"7. It :1& 1.1 1.2 22.2 9.2 .7. 
10.1 .1. :3 39('5." 625.0 -2.7 -21.7 c19.2 25.0 15.8 I .... 309.5 312.~ 1.1 2&.6 10.11 "6. 
1l.1 
." ! "227 •• itoOo.o -5.3 -2J.7 2111.:1 .24. It 14.6 20.1 31:1.1 31l.1 0.9 ~I. 7 12.2 
.~. 
12. I "7.1 .560.3 575.0 -7." -25.5 217.5 25.6 15.6 2(\ •• lll •• 31 •• 1 o.a 21.a 13.7 ••• 
13.G 50.3 4')0!.2 5S0.0 -9.4 -27.1 221. It 28.0 1'-'.7 21).0 ll3.u 315.5 C.7 22.0 I !i. 2 ••• 
1~.(1 53.3 5262.8 52'5.0 -12.' -29.6 223.7 JO.B 21.1 22.2 313.6 315.7 O.A 22.1 16.11 " .. 
15.1 !l6. l 5f!,3J.7 500.0 -15.0 -31.7 222.3 2".5 19.2 21.1 311t. e 316.6 0.5 22.3 1".9 " .. 
16.3 59 .... 601Q.5 .75.n -17.9 -3 •• 2 22 lot. 30.8 20.· 23.1 l15.8 317.3 0 •• 22.5 21. ~ _3. 
17.7 63." 6.21. Ii 4:sn.o -2i1.0 -35.9 219.2 29 •• 18.6 22~ 7 318.1 31 .... 0.4 22.6 23.5 .3. 
lfl.2 te.3 6e4!.5 "25.n -22.7 -111.2 220.9 29.7 .19." 22." 31<;.8 321.0 .,.3 22.8 25. :) .,. 
21.1 70.1) 72e5.4 ."0.0 -~6.2 -39.7 223.1 30.7 21." ec •• 3~Q. !! 321 ... 1i.3 2e.a 2 .... '3. 
22.5 73. " 77.8.fI 375.0 -29.0 -'2. I 219.6 37.1 23.7 2e.6 321.9 322.e 0.2 29.2 32 •• .3. 
2 •• 1 77.7 S236.6 350.0 -33.8 -.5.1 220 •• 3 •• 5 22.3 2t-.l 323.1 323.8 0.2 3e.6 35.8 .2. 
25.7 el.6 11752.1 325.0 -37.9 -.7.8 2210. .2 •• 2F-.O 3108 32 •• 3 32 •• 9 I). I 3".1 39.6 .c. 
27.3 . 15.9 92;8. I 3,,0.1\ -i2.7 99.9 221.S 39.2 2e.2 29.2 3~5.2 9~~.9 99.9 999.9 .3.a ".i!. 
29.6 90. '5 987!!.,6 275.0 -.7.S 0 ... ., 222.0 29.e 20.0 2t.·,~ 3e6.0 999.9 99.9 999.9 .e •• .2. 
31.9 95.1 l')5Q I •• 25C." -52.0 99.0 220.2 3" •• • 22.2 26. c 32e. e 999.9 99.9 999.9 52.5 "2. 
3 •• 7 ICO.4 lI176.5 225.0 -!6.7 99.9 2HI.I 30.5- 11'1.8 2 •• 0 33107 999.9 99.9 999.'1 58. I .2. 
37.6 IC6.0 &l925." 21)0.0 _!i(~r~~\ 99.9 225.1 30.11- 210., 21.7 3.6.7 999.9 99.9 999.9 63.2 .2. 
.0.9 H2. , 12710.0 175.0 -5.~~ 99.9 222.3 27."- 18.6 20 •• 359." 999.9 99.9 999.9 68.6 .2. 
.".5 lIe.7 13760." 150.~ -5e.6 99.9 21e •• 27.7- 17.2 21.7 372.6 999.9 99.9 999.9 730 2 .1. 
.a.9 lZI!i. ) 1'916.5 125.0 -57.3 99.9 22·.6 19.:!Ie 13.5 13.7 3 .. 1.2 909.9 99.9 ~99.9 79.5 41. 
5 •• 1 13" • .) IA1.37. e 1011.0 -52.8 99.9 253.11 9.9- 9.5 .2.a .25.7 999.9 99.9 999.9 a7.a 'l. 
60.6 142.! 11155.9 75.0 -61.5 99.<) 251 •• 2.9 2.7 O.Q •••• 1 999.«» 99.9 999.9 9&07 .3. 
69.3 1!u.3 21I1S7!'.O 5".0 -el.o 99.9 263.3 0.6 o.e. 0.1 499.9 909.9 99.9 999.9 90 •• .2. 
12.1 160.5 25061.2 25.CI -53.& 99.9 .".7 •• 11 -3 •• -3 •• 632.3 999.9 99.9 999.9 89 •• .3. 
• ey SPffC ~EAhS EL~YATION AhGL~ 8ET'tF.h 6 AND It DEG 
•. BY TI!.~ III!ANS ·fI!MPEAATUAE OA TIME H.YE BEEN INTERPOLATED 




STATlCN NO. .56 
fOPF.KA. KAN 
7 IIIAV 1975 
21S GMT 163 16. 0 
"ME eNTCT HEIGHT PRES TE"P DE'" PT tlR SPf~D U COMP V CC"~ PCT T E POT T Mil ATO Ali RANGE AZ 
.. 1ft G~M MS DG e DG C DG M/S;::C M/SEC Mlsec CG I( OG K GMIKG PCT KM DG 
0." 6.9 ~6e.() 972.3 22.2 7.6 leo.o 2.6 c.o 2.6 0!",S.7 317.1 6.8 39.0 0.0 II. 
99.9 99.9 99.9 10"0.0 99.9 99.9 9".~ 99.9 99.9 9~.9 .. 11.9 999 ... 99.9 999.9 999.9 999. 
fil9.9 99.9 99.9 97S.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 9 .. 9.9 99.9 999.9 999.9,999. (I." 9, ., • 7,.2 95r.o 23 •• 6.3 239.9 10.9 9 •• 5 •• 301.9 319.5 6.3 33.1 0.4 5U. 
106 11.1 7" 2.1 925.~ 22.3 5.0 236.1 10.3 8.6 t.s :!I02.9 319.5 5.9 32.3 1l.9 55. 
2.5 13 •• 939.1 900.0 19.9 2 •• 227.6 12.1 9.0 e.2 302.7 317.0 5. I 31.1 1.4 5 •• 
3.3 15.6 lIeO.9 "75. " 18.0 1.3 2lto.l 11.5 6.8 9.2 303.1 3 It ... " .t~-~i: 32.6 2. " 51. 
4.2 18.1 1.27.6 B5!l.O 15.1'1 -I.:) ~12.6 13.1 7.0 11. Q 303.3 l15.3 .,-,~,- 31.6 2.7 .6. 
5.1 20 •• 16sn.l 825.0 13.5 -0.5 202 •• 1 •• 0 5.3 I J.e) 3(3.S J16.3 4.5 38.0 3 ••. .3. 
6.0 22.7 193B.l 1I00.O 10.9 3.1 192 •• I ••• 3.1 I •• 'J 3C3.6 321).5 6.0 58.6 4.1 38. 
6.9 25.3 22;)2.:) 775.0 8.6 -2.3 195.1 1 •• 3 3.7 13.8 3Gl.6 316.1 ••• .1').4 •• 8 3 •• 
7.9 27.7 2.72.6 750.0 7.8 -lb.7 19~.9 12.7 3.5 12.2 305.2 3C9.5 I •• 15.7 5.5 31. 
8.Q 3:'.3 275103 725.0 6.9 -15.5 2.,e.1 15.7 7 •• 13.9 307.2 312.0 105 17.9 6.3 3'. 
9.9 33.,' 303'J.2 700.0 6.0 -JI.O 21106 21.1 11.0 le.o 309.4 316.6 2 •• 211.3 7 •• 3:1. 
In.9 35.7 3335.6 675.:1 3.1 -12.6 210.5 20.6 10.5 n.e 31'19 •• 316.0 2.2 30 •• d.7 10. 
11.9 . 3e •• 3639.7 6511.0 0.1 -U.3 21 .... 2107 In.6 1I1oC; 31)9 •• 317.1 01.5 • 2.9 In.o 3Q • 
12.9 .i. I 3952 •• c25.a -2.7 -12.8 21 J.6 22.6 II ... J9.3 3(,".6 316.6 2.3 • 5.7 11.4 30 • 
1 •• 1 .4.2 .27 •• 5 600.0 -5 •• -IS.b 213 •• 21.6 11.9 J8.J 310.1l '314.6 I.S 3 •• 5 12.9 30. 
15.2 .7.3 .6e7." 575." -7.8 -26.9 ,2'l.I 19.5 12.6 14 ... 310.9 313.3 0.7 19.8 J4.3 310 
16.4 51).3 .9'51.2 550.0 -JO.2 -3C.O 22l1.7 20.1 I ••• 1 •• 0 312.1 31 •• 0 0.6 17.9 1506 32. 
17.6 53 •• 5308 •• 525.0 -1109 -32.7 228.6 21.CI 15.8 13.C; 31 •• 2 315.7 0.5 15.7 17.2 33. 
J9." 56.5 568,)0 I 50~." -1 •• 6 -35.6 228.9 22.7 17.1 14.9 315.2 3~6.5 0 •• 1 •• 8 18.9 35. 
211 •. 6 e, •. o 6067.0 475.0 -16.3 -36.9 226.9 25.2 18 •• 17.2 317.7 318.9 C.3 1 •• 9 2'1.9 36. 
22.3 63.6 6.7107 .50.0 -19.0 -39.0 225 •• 22.5 16.0> III.a 1l';!.3 32,.3 0.3 15.2 23.3 ]7. 
2 •• 0 67.0 611 .... 3 425.0 -22.3 -.1.8 ~23.4 2103 I •• c> 15.5 32:1 •• 321.2 0.2 15.0 25.8 l8. 
25, 8 70.7 7338.7 4(10.0 -2' •• 6 -43.6 2t 7.5 20.1 12.2 15. ';! 3il.C. 323.7 0.2 15.2 28. a 38. 
2.,..6 74.7 711" •• 6 375.0 -2&.8 -.6.8 216.9 16.6 ... 9 Il.O! 32l.5 32 •• 0 G.I 15. !5 29.8 38. 
2Q.4 78. II 829 •• 1 35'l.0 -33.1 -5~.l 213.8 Ib.7 9.3 I J. 9 324.0 3i ••• 0.1 15.9 ~2.O) 38. 
,,106 e3.a 881n.6 325.C -37 •• -52 •• 207.3 16.7 7.7 14.8 325.0 325 •• o •• 19.1 33.9 37. 
33.9 87 •• 9151'1 •• 30000 -.1.9 99.9 2, e.5 J6.(I 7.6 1 •• 0 32t:. 3 999.9 99.9 999.9 36.0 37. 
36 •• 92.2 ~Q.2.0 275.0 -.t: .• 99." 193.3 JlI.3 3.5 ••• 9 32e.o 999.9 99.9 999.9 38.2 36. 
39. I 97.2 13566.2 250.0 -52.2 99.9 191>.8 16.1 .57 15 •• 328 •• 999.9 99.9 999.9 .1).2 34. 
"108 lQ2.S 112.,.3 22S.!» -56.3 99.9 20 •• 6 111.9 B.3 lB. I 332.2 999.11 99.9 999.9 .3.~ 3 •• 
45.3 1"1!.5 II"!! 3. 9 200.0 -5e.7 99.9 219.1 24.8 15.7 J9.2 33 ... e 999.9 99.9 999.9 47.8 "4. 
.8.8 I J •• 8 12516.6 17l1.C -59.5 99.9 226.:1 23.8 17.1 16.5 351.7 90;.9.9 9"'.9 999.9 52.8 35. 
52a J21.7 13780.5 150.0 -60.6 99.9 22109 19.7 13.1 ... e 365.7 999.9 99.9 999.9 57.3 35. 
57. I 12903 1.91 •• 0 li5.0 -60.0 99.9 238.9 33 •• 28.6 '7. :! 386.3 9911.9 99.8 999.9 64.0 ]7. 
63.1 137 • ., 16.323.n 100.0 -55.8 99.9 21'111.0 16.8 15.9 -5.2 .19.9 999.9 99.9 999.9 70.8 410 
70.0 14601) Ui1l9.9 7!1.n -63.3 99.Q 332.6 8 •• 3.9 -7 •• •• 0.2 999.9 99.9 999.9 7109 4 •• 
80.6 155.3 2"e.~.6 50.0 -59.4 99.9 22.~ 2 •• -0.9 -2.2 501.6 fil99.9 99.9 999.9 7".7 46. 
97.0 16 •• 7 25058.6 25.0 -5101 99.9 :I!8.S I.a 1.2 -103' 638.1 999.9 99.9 999.9 68.0 4'. 
• BV SPEED MEANS eLeVATION ANGLE ~ET~EEN 6 AND 10 D5G 
• 8Y T!~F MeA~S TeMPERATURE OA TIME HAVE 8EEN IhTEA~OLATED 
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STATION NO. ~76 


































































































































• BY SPEED _EANS ELEVATICN AN~LE BETWEEN 6 AND 10 OEG 
• BY TewF IIEANS 'T~~pERATUAE DR TIll! HAVE BEEN IhTEAFOLAT!D 








'9 ... 9 
9 ... 9 











































9 ... 9 
9').9 
2 .... 7 
2 ..... 8 
29 ... 11 
29_.7 
2 .... 7 




























E POT T 
Dli K 
299.5 









3 .. 0.8 
3(;;'.5 
3UO.O 
2 ..... 8 
















































































































1.3 20. 0 
RANGE AZ 
Kill DG 
". f) ~. 


























10.2 1:; 7. 











260 7 73. 













































~T.TloN NO. 11001 
""~RSH~LL SPACE FLIGHT CENT[R 





































11 f. '5 






















































































































































































1 c;: 1. 7 

















































































• BY TEN,I' Ne:ANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME HA"/E 8EEN INTERPOLATED 


















































































































































































































































































•• 3 27. 
4.9 29. 






























































































































































































































































































STATION NO. 22002 




































































































































* BY SPEED IIIEANS ELEVATION ANGLE BETWEEN 6 AND I~ DEG 
• BY TElilP MEANS TElilPERATURE OR TIlliE HAVE SEEN INTeRPOLATED 





















































lO ... " 
.3C4.2 













































31 ... 11 





























































































































10 1 2. 
105 9. 
2.1 17. 
2. t 25. 
1.5 .3 3. 
4.2 38. 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































• MY SPEED "'EANS ELEVATICN ANGLE BETWEEN 6 AND 10 O:G 
• By TEM~ ~eANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME HAVE BEEN INTERPOLATEO 
•• BY SPEeD MEANS ELEVAlTIO~ ANGLE LESS THAIN 6 DEG 
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r -, Cf' 





























































































































































































































('I. B 319· 
10 3 343. 
2. ') 147. 
2. 5 35~'. 
2.9 31$2. 
3.2 l55. 
























49 • ., 86. 









STATION NO. 235 
JACKSCN, 104155 
7 Io4AY 1975 
1115 G"T 



















































1 •• 7 
If.7 






















e •• 8 



















































































































































































































































1 •• S 
15.1 
14.8 
1 •• 3 
1 •• 3 
1 •• 6 


















* BY TEMP MEANS TEMPERATURE OR TIME HAVE BEEN,INTERPOLATED 
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8 •• 2 
81.8 



























10 5 6. 
2.,:1 6. 2.... A. 
2.8 - • 




•• 3 39. 






10.8 62 • 
11.8 65 • 
12.9 67. 










































17 •. 7 
19.1) 
2 .. ,.3 
21.9 
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